EZ Zip Loader

TM

OVERHEAD MAIL STORAGE SOLUTION

Increase operator inefﬁciency while
improving sort quality with the
EZ Zip Loader

No additional ﬂoor space
required!
Hinged design provides easy
access to sorter.
Reduces risk of mail rejection
by the US Postal Service.
Durable welded stainless steel
construction.
Adjustable height settings for
the shelves.

EZ Zip Loaders on a Bell & Howell J-3000

EZ

Zip Loader™ keeps the automation in your automated
mail sorting equipment, providing an organized method
of staging and storing mail directly over the sorter. Each mail tray
is located directly above a sort bin, creating a one to one relationship between the two. This “one to one” relationship minimizes the
chances for incorrect sorts. As mail is swept from the sort bins, it
is moved directly up to the corresponding mail tray. Rejection by
the US Post Ofﬁce due to incorrectly sorted mail can be very costly
to your organization in both time and effort.
Not only does the EZ Zip Loader system maintain the quality of sorting, it also provides a substantial savings in labor. Mail is handled
in a faster and more efﬁcient manner, resulting in less manpower
hours to sweep the bins. Sorter output is increased due to fewer
bin stoppages and jams.

Hinged shelves for easy access to
mail stream.
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EZ Zip Loaders are constructed of high quality stainless steel, with
a brushed ﬁnish, providing a durable, proﬁt saving product that
enhances the appearance of the sorter. The height above the
sorter can be adjusted for operator convenience, and each tray
shelf can be raised and locked to provide ease of access for sorter
servicing.
EZ Zip Loaders are available to cover a variety of sorter makes
and models.

Have a vertical sorter? Ask about our
EZ SortCart VS ™ mail tray storage
and transportation system.

